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What is the undesirable situation? What opportunity is there to develop the practice?Who are involved in the practice issue, and in what way do we want to collaborate with them in the research project?

What knowledge is available on the (approach to) the practice issue, and which is not yet?

What do we want to discover during the research project? Insight into…

What do we want to see improve or change in the organisations/culture/system?

What do we want to have produced at the end, concretely?

What should we and others have learned at the end of the research project?

Knowledge objective

Change objective

Design objective

Professionalisation objective

How are we going to develop the knowledge?

How are we going to realise the change?

How are we going to design and test the artifacts?

How are we going to stimulate learning?

Which questions do we need to answer for the realisation of the change objective?

Products belonging to the knowledge objective
Which interim results contribute to the realisation of the knowledge objective? 

Welke vragen moeten we beantwoorden voor het realiseren van het veranderdoel?
Products belonging to the change objective
Which interim results contribute to the change objective? 

Which questions do we need to answer for the realisation of the design objective?

Products belonging to the design objective
Which interim results contribute to the design objective? 

Which questions do we need to answer for the realisation of the professionalisation objective?

Products belonging to the professionalisation objective
Which interim results contribute to the professionalisation objective?

Subject to which preconditions does the research have to be conducted?

circling
around your research

Circling Around Your Research Worksheet


